Bose speaker charger

When it charged it is blinking amber and emit sounds every 30 secs. Now I will try to charged it
directly. I'm using the supplied cables and power adaptors. Choose your country and it should
provide you with contact information. View solution in original post. Can someone explain what
is meant my the "multifunction button" for the Soundlink II? Thank you! I have faced the same
issue with my soudlink 2 mini. None of the suggested fixes has worked really. However, When I
leave my speaker unused for exactly 3 days, it will start charging again. I found the tip from
another site and seems to work. Of course this is not the way I want to use my speaker, so I will
probably return it to dealer. Sorry, forgot to mention: after 3 days of "rest" you will be able to
charge your speaker maybe times. Then the problem will reoccur and it requires to be unused 3
days again. Sorry to hear that, but mines don't experience that. I sometimes not used my
speaker for a couple of days and stil was able to charge it until now without any problem after i
did the reset. Actually this was the case with my speaker as well. It worked fine as brand new
and problem occured first time after maybe half a year or so. Nowadays it only works with the
breaks I described above. English : Archives : Portable - Archive : my new bose soundlink 2 not
charging. All forum topics Previous Topic Next Topic. Registered since Feb 19, Message 1 of 9.
This question has been solved! Go to the Solution. Accepted Solutions. Moderator - Retired.
Registered since Dec 15, Re: my new bose soundlink 2 not charging. Message 2 of 9. Author
Accepted Answer selected by magikels. Have you tried resetting the processor? Connect the
speaker to power. Press and hold the Multi-function button for 10 seconds. While continuing to
hold the Multi-function button, unplug the speaker from power. Release the Multi-function
button. Notes : Resetting the processor not erase any settings, like language selection or paired
Bluetooth devices The system must be re-connected to power to wake it from a reset. If you are
resetting the processor to resolve power issues, allow the product to charge for at least 1 hour
after resetting. Message 3 of 9. Hi Tony,. Registered since Apr 17, Message 4 of 9. Message 5 of
9. Message 6 of 9. Message 7 of 9. Message 8 of 9. Message 9 of 9. New Topic. If the device isn't
charging, try connecting it to a different charging cable or set it on a different charging port. The
Speaker goes into battery protection mode when it has been unplugged and unused for more
than three days with a remaining charge of less than 10 percent. In order to turn the speaker on
again, connect it to the charging cable or port. Make sure your speaker is in Bluetooth mode by
pressing the Bluetooth button on the speaker while it is on. When the speaker is ready to pair,
the LED next to the Bluetooth button will flash blue, and, if the voice prompts are on, the
speaker will say, "ready to pair". The speaker's wireless range is 30 feet. Make sure that the
device you are trying to connect to the speaker is within that range and try to pair it again. Make
sure there isn't anything between your device and the speaker, like bodies, walls, etc. Only one
device can be connected to the speaker at a time. If there are two devices paired to the speaker,
turn off the Bluetooth on the device you don't want to be connected to the speaker and try to
pair the device you do want to be connected to the speaker. The speaker can only store
information about the last eight devices that were paired with it. To select your device,
repeatedly press the Bluetooth button on the speaker until you hear the name of your device. If
you don't hear your device's name, clear the speaker's device memory. To clear the memory
and connect your device, press and hold the Bluetooth button on the speaker until you hear a
tone and, if voice prompts are enabled, you will also hear a voice prompt. Then the Bluetooth
light will begin flashing blue and you can try to connect your device to the speaker again. First,
factory reset the speaker by pressing and holding the power button while the speaker is on until
the speaker asks you to select a language and there is a flashing blue light. Select a language
and try to connect your device to the speaker again. If your device still won't connect to the
speaker, consider replacing the motherboards as a last resort. If the battery only lasts a couple
hours, instead of the advertised 12 hours, consider replacing the battery. The speaker has two
ways to charge the battery. You could set it on a charging port, or connect it to a charging
cable. Try connecting the speaker to a different charging cable or port. There is poor audio
quality from a connected Bluetooth device, there is poor audio quality from a connected AUX
device, or there is no sound coming from a connected AUX device. The speaker's range is up to
30 feet. If the Bluetooth device is out of range, try moving it into that range. If your device is in
your pocket, or if there is a wall between your device and the speaker, try eliminating those
obstructions to improve audio quality. Speakers should be moved away from any device that
generates electromagnetic interference, which could be another Bluetooth device, a microwave
oven, or even a wireless router. The electromagnetic interference from these devices could
interfere with the signals from your device and mess up the sound quality. Closing
non-essential applications may improve audio quality. Reduce the number of applications
running on your device, running multiple applications can reduce the amount of internal
resources available to transmit audio from your device to the speaker, making the sound quality
worse. Make sure the 3mm plug is fully inserted into the speaker on one end and fully inserted

in your device on the other end. Make sure your device is connected to the speaker, turned on,
and your desired application is playing. First, try to turn the speaker off and back on again. If
that doesn't work, try resetting the speaker by pressing and holding the power button on the
speaker for ten seconds until you see a flashing blue light and the speaker asks you to select a
language. Select your language and try pairing your device to the speaker again. If speaker
firmware is not updating try factory resetting the speaker. This will clear any language that was
selected and all the memory of paired devices that it had and it will restore the speaker to
factory settings. Select your language and try using a different internet browser to run the
update on your speaker. I downloaded bose app and it downloaded an update. On installing app
said that something went wrong and thats it, my bose doesnt work now, doesnt react to
anything i press. I can see it on bluetooth devices but cant pair. Seems that bose is on, but it
doesnt react at all. An update broke my speaker. What should i do now? On pairing it says that
device doesnt allow to pair with it. Ill try to wait till battery dies and charge again, maybe
something will change. Fix Your Stuff. Bose Soundlink Revolve Troubleshooting. Edit Options
History. Student-Contributed Wiki An awesome team of students from our education program
made this wiki. Device Won't Turn On. Dead Battery. Device is in Battery Protection Mode.
Bluetooth Will Not Pair. Speaker isn't in Bluetooth Mode. Bluetooth isn't Turned on or Enabled
on Your Device. Multiple Paired Devices. The Speaker's Motherboard May be Faulty. Battery Will
Not Keep a Charge. The Speaker Sounds Distorted. Your Device may not be on and Playing. The
Volume may not be Turned up on the Speaker. The Volume is too High on the Connected
Device. The AUX Cable isn't working. Restore the Speaker to Factory Settings. Speaker
Firmware is Not Updating. The Speaker may Need to be Factory Reset. Add Comment. If you
reset your bose revolve, it solves the problem! Please help me!! Load more comments. Add
Comment Cancel. View Statistics:. Overview Prices Specs. Bose SoundLink Revolve. Scroll
down for more details. Is dustproof and water-resistant. Which are the most popular
comparisons? Price comparison. JBL Charge 4. Cheap alternatives 1. Design 1. Volume is the
quantity of three-dimensional space enclosed by the product's chassis or, in simpler terms, the
space the product occupies. A speaker driver is an individual transducer that converts electrical
energy to sound waves. More drivers may result in better sound quality. There is a control panel
on the device body, so you can easily access the volume control or remote without having to
interact with a cable or another device it's connected to. The device is protected with extra seals
to prevent failures caused by dust, raindrops, and water splashes. The device is dustproof and
water-resistant. Water-resistant devices can resist the penetration of water, such as powerful
water jets, but not being submerged into water. Devices with neodymium magnets are lighter
and more powerful than those which use ferrite magnets. They also have more bass and clear
high notes. Sound quality 1. Devices with stereo speakers deliver sound from independent
channels on both left and right sides, creating a richer sound and a better experience. Devices
with a subwoofer have a higher quality, deeper bass. Has a passive radiator Bose SoundLink
Revolve. A passive radiator is a type of driver speaker that doesn't have a voice coil and a
magnet. The sound vibrations produced by a passive radiator depend on its mass and the size
of its enclosure. It is usually used in combination with a woofer to produce deep bass tones.
Power 1. The battery can be recharged and used over again. An indicator shows you when the
device has low battery. Battery life 12h. The device's battery life when in use as given by the
manufacturer. With a longer battery life you have to charge the device less often. The
manufacturer offers a branded wireless charging kit. To charge the device, you simply put it
down on its charging base. You can use the device with standard batteries instead of a power
supply. Connectivity 1. An auxiliary input allows you to play other audio sources by connecting
them through a simple audio connection like a 3. Bluetooth version 4. Bluetooth is a wireless
technology standard that allows data transfers between devices placed in close proximity,
using short-wavelength, ultra-high frequency radio waves. Newer versions provide faster data
transfers. USB ports 1. With more USB ports, you are able to connect more devices. Device
supports fast Bluetooth pairing using NFC so it can communicate with other devices over
Bluetooth. You can fastly pair devices without entering a code by simply holding one device
next to the device with which it is to be paired. With a standard mini jack socket, you can use
the device with most headphones. Features 1. Can be used wirelessly Bose SoundLink Revolve.
Wireless devices allow users more freedom of movement. This technology allows the users to
use their smartphone as a remote control for the device. Has a radio Bose SoundLink Revolve.
A built-in FM radio tuner allows you to listen to most of the live-broadcasted FM radio stations
without using the internet. You can use your voice to control key functions of the device and
you can easily access your device without pushing any button. A sleep timer is a function that
shuts off the power after a preset amount of time. Has voice prompts Bose SoundLink Revolve.
Which are the best portable speakers? This page is currently only available in English. Get the

deal. When I go to plug it in to charge it it doesn't work nothing happens no light or anything
pops up. My Bose has been dead a more than a year. I tried everything,nothing worked. Before
you rip into it to change the battery, go to the Bose system update center, and upgrade your
system software. Even though it showed no sign of life this upgrade brought it back to
functionality. My Mini speaker is plugged in and the charge indicator light- Red comes on but
then turns off in less than 10 seconds I had almost given up on my device but these steps fixed
it. Show 35 more comments. Try the following checks to see if the problem is in the charger, the
charger cable or the speaker. If the speaker charging light comes on then the charger is faulty
and needs to be replaced. You can also use any charger e. If the speaker charging light comes
on then the USB cable is faulty and needs to be replaced. If the speaker charging light still
doesn't come on after trying the above checks then the problem is in the speaker. It could be
the speaker charging port, the charging circuit or the battery. The speaker will have to be
opened and checked to ascertain what the problem is. I swapped out the USB cable and it's
working. Dubious that it might be the connection port, but so far so good! Nice one! It came to
life, so then tried the AC charger and that worked too. It maybe a re-boot issue in the speaker,
but all well now happy. Mudei tudo e nada. Pior tem que ter ferramenta especial. Mate I got two
W kings and have had to sent them back for a replacement both the of them won't charge 3
days old I've tried everything I think it's a common fault? I had the same problem. All back to
normal now. Show 16 more comments. Jonas speedracr. Show 63 more comments. Colin
uxbridge My solution is as follows, turn on your PC and open the Bose update page, connect
your speaker to the PC, the page will probably say your software is up to date. The page should
then change and say it is downloading the latest software. Soon your flashing red light will
change to Orange and you should hopefully get your speaker back. It worked for me, hope it
works for you. I did this, and it turns orange at some point of the updating procces, but after a
minute it turns red again before the updating procces finishes.. I got my hopes up because it did
provide an option to truly update the supposedly already updated firmware. At least it did feel
like progress for a moment, and it even made the two-chime noise for the first time in several
months. Oh, well. Show 4 more comments. Sacred Baloney. I had the same problem on both my
Soundlink Revolve. It would go down to blinking red, but then refuse to charge. This appears to
be one of the issues:. I was using a Samsung phone power adaptor to charge the Bose. They
are not compatible. The Samsung has a "fast charge mode" by increasing the voltage to 9V
momentarily to test to see if the receiving device can handle 9V. Samsung phones with this
feature, can be charged fast at 9V instead of the normal 5V. When Bose Revolve detects that
momentary 9V, it shuts itself down, and refuses to accept a charge, even though the Samsung
adaptor is back at 5V. So use its original wall power adaptor by Bose. Yes, exact same issue,
wife started using her Samsung charger and killed it. I actually only partially agree with this.
Other wall chargers do seem to be adaptable but I can only charge the dock with the adapter
that doesn't have the fast charge. The generic normal charge adapter that I have surely does
work well though. Either way, the answer here was great as I never would have guessed it was
because of the fast charge adapter. Completely false. I've used my Samsung adapter almost
exclusively because I got my speaker from a friend who had more than one but she'd misplaced
the charging cord and plug in. I also used my Acer tablet's power adapter. My Samsung actually
charged the speaker significantly faster than the Bose adapter I eventually got too!! People,
don't post crap you know nothing about!!!!! I was on my way to go buy a new speaker because I
was frustrated. I tried to play press play and hold for 15 seconds five or six times. Then I noticed
someone said to go to the Bose update Center. I did I plugged it into my PC and Wala it updated
and now it works great! Show 3 more comments. Ryan redegg. There is a software update for
this device. You can try to update it here. It fixed my issue:. What worked in the end was
connecting the speaker to my laptop via the USB cable and scanning for updates via the Bose
website. Stewart Harries. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. View the answer I have this
problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score Hi
paperboypaddy , Did you notice the comment I posted regarding this about hours ago? The
All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Hi, Try the following
checks to see if the problem is in the charger, the charger cable or the speaker. Was this answer
helpful? Most Helpful Answer. Jonas speedracr Rep: 1. Unit plugged in but no lights, no turning
on? That worked! Thank you!! Worked for me!!!! You made my day :. Thank you. You are the
best!!! Crazy, but it worked! Colin uxbridge Rep: 1 1 1. Thank you Colin! It worked for me as well
- thank you tons! It worked, thanks so much, I have my speaker back!!!! Sacred Baloney Rep: 1
1. This appears to be one of the issues: I was using a Samsung phone power adaptor to charge
the Bose. Score 9. And it absolutely doesn't shut down on a 9v adapter either!! Ryan redegg
Rep: 25 1. Score 2. That link just goes to the homepage, there's no update there?? My
experience of links to Bose is that they ALL divert to the home page, a real pain in the It's going

against the wall in a minute. I'm getting 3 flashing white lights. Score 0. Stewart Harries Rep: 1.
Add your answer ianmurphy26 will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. The lowest-priced
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is
handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted
box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. I have always wanted a bose radio,
However I heard about the bose soundlink blue tooth, and we'll, Come surprisingly the
soundlink is much better. I would recommend this product for its amazing sound. I will be
buying another one soon. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. Bought for my husband
for his birthday, he lost the previous one but wanted the same make and model back. He super
happy and pleased with it. And it came on the day of his birthday. Thank you. I left my other
Bose ii in a rental car. Found this one online. Quick to receive as well. It doesn't have the deep
bass sound like other Bose products I have purchased in the past. Skip to main content. About
this product. Make an offer:. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. See details for delivery est. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product
Identifiers Brand. Show More Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. See all 8 - All listings
for this product. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 15 reviews.
Love it. It works great Bought for my husband for his birthday, he lost the previous one but
wanted the same make and model back. Thank you Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
Pre-owned. Great speaker I left my other Bose ii in a rental car. Good, but not great. You may
also like. Bose SoundLink Micro Speakers. Bose SoundLink Color Speakers. Bose SoundLink
Revolve Speakers. We use cookies and similar tools to enhance your shopping experience, to
provide our services, understand how customers use our services so we can make
improvements, and display ads, including interest-based ads. Approved third parties also use
these tools in connection with our display of ads. If you do not want to accept all cookies or
would like to learn more about how we use cookies, click "Customise cookies". Select Your
Cookie Preferences We use cookies and similar tools to enhance your shopping experience, to
provide our services, understand how customers use our services so we can make
improvements, and display ads, including interest-based ads. Sorry, there was a problem
saving your cookie preferences. Try again. Accept Cookies Customise Cookies. Skip to main
search results. Eligible for free delivery. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Global Store.
Amazon Certified. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Amazon's Choice for "bose charger".
Get it Tomorrow, Feb Get it Thursday, Feb Do you need help? Visit the help section or contact
us. Go back to filtering menu. Unlimited One-Day Delivery and more. There's a problem loading
this menu at the moment. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Audible Download Audiobooks. DPReview Digital
Photography. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Amazon Business Service for business
customers. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. You don't want
to think about charging your speaker. Now you don't have to. Set it on the cradle when you're
home, and it'll charge. It can play music at the same time, and it ensures your speaker is ready
to go whenever you are. Available in Black. Bose Facebook Bose Twitter. Overview Your music.
Ready to go. Compatible products. Rated 5 out of 5 by Maca from Awesome addition for the
speakers Purchased a pair of these for the new resolve speakers. Read a few reviews that were
critical. No problems for me, the speakers are supplied with the relevant cable and fit perfectly.
Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by The Good Man from great charging dock, not sure what the
problem is? I brought this charging cradle to go with my revolve plus speaker and I find it
perfect! I read the reviews left by other people and was a bit cautious based on what they said,
for example; people say that it doesn't come with a charge cable, true but I just plugged in the
charge cable that came with the speaker itself, failing that I would have used my PS4 charge
cable or my Samsung charge cable or just brought one of eBay for a couple of pounds,
seriously its no big deal. I would say it takes a little getting used to find the right position but
after a few tries it became second nature. It makes a sound to let me know I put it on correctly
and to let me know that it's charging I never have to waste time plugging in and unplugging the
charge cable It's an official Bose product, with something as expensive as this speaker you just
can't cut corners on the charger or charging cradles and the quality of this cradle is well worth
the price. I brought this speaker for ease of use and because it looks great, and for the price and
functionality id say it exceeds all my expectations, well worth the money. When it charged it is
blinking amber and emit sounds every 30 secs. Now I will try to charged it directly. I'm using the
supplied cables and power adaptors. Choose your country and it should provide you with
contact information. View solution in original post. Can someone explain what is meant my the
"multifunction button" for the Soundlink II? Thank you! I have faced the same issue with my

soudlink 2 mini. None of the suggested fixes has worked really. However, When I leave my
speaker unused for exactly 3 days, it will start charging again. I found the tip from another site
and seems to work. Of course this is not the way I want to use my speaker, so I will probably
return it to dealer. Sorry, forgot to mention: after 3 days of "rest" you will be able to charge your
speaker maybe times. Then the problem will reoccur and it requires to be unused 3 days again.
Sorry to hear that, but mines don't experience that. I sometimes not used my speaker for a
couple of days and stil was able to charge it until now without any problem after i did the reset.
Actually this was the case with my speaker as well. It worked fine as brand new and problem
occured first time after maybe half a year or so. Nowadays it only works with the breaks I
described above. English : Archives : Portable - Archive : my new bose soundlink 2 not
charging. All fo
mazda rx7 2012
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rum topics Previous Topic Next Topic. Registered since Feb 19, Message 1 of 9. This question
has been solved! Go to the Solution. Accepted Solutions. Moderator - Retired. Registered since
Dec 15, Re: my new bose soundlink 2 not charging. Message 2 of 9. Author Accepted Answer
selected by magikels. Have you tried resetting the processor? Connect the speaker to power.
Press and hold the Multi-function button for 10 seconds. While continuing to hold the
Multi-function button, unplug the speaker from power. Release the Multi-function button. Notes :
Resetting the processor not erase any settings, like language selection or paired Bluetooth
devices The system must be re-connected to power to wake it from a reset. If you are resetting
the processor to resolve power issues, allow the product to charge for at least 1 hour after
resetting. Message 3 of 9. Hi Tony,. Registered since Apr 17, Message 4 of 9. Message 5 of 9.
Message 6 of 9. Message 7 of 9. Message 8 of 9. Message 9 of 9. New Topic.

